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Executive summary

This report describes deliverable D3.3, with goal to develop an initial implementation of the public spending monitoring framework implemented as web application, including clustering of related documents across languages and visualisations of cluster data.
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1 Objectives

The main goal of work package WP3 is to develop methodology and tools for automatic real-time monitoring and analysis of public spending data.

D3.3 is highly intertwined with D3.2, since the application code developed in D3.2 is designed as a web-oriented application from the start.

2 Approach

Our approach towards development of public spending monitoring framework is divided into three areas. The first part of the web application will be used to do very basic analysis and visualisation of public spending data and public procurement data.
The second part is directed towards anomaly detection and visualisation of detected anomalies in spending data. We have implemented five methods of anomaly detection in data as a web application, namely Average Deviation Anomaly, Jenks Natural Breaks, Period Margin Points Cumulatives, Local Extremes Detection and Time Periods Deviations. These methods were developed in D3.2.

The third part is related towards clustering of documents across languages, i.e. document similarity. For document similarity analysis we have used two approaches, which will be described later on. This part has been developed partly in D3.1 and partly is developed by our partners from Universidad Politécnica de Madrid.

3 Application

We have developed initial implementation of the public spending monitoring framework as a web application.

Analysis and visualisation of data

The first part of an application is being used for analysis and visualisation of public spending data and public procurement data and also for displaying groups of entities with detected anomalies and visualisation of detected anomalies. We have implemented basic search service among the data, however this part will be further improved.

If the user selects “Data visualisation” he or she can then select public sector entity and get an overview of transactions from this public sector entity to private companies. Currently data are just printed out and some very basic visualisation has been implemented. The user can also search among institutions by typing the name of the institution.

Example of financial transactions (payments) of Jožef Stefan Institute to private companies:
Anomaly detection and visualisation of detected anomalies

The second part of the application is implementation of anomaly detection and visualisation of detected anomalies in spending data.

We have implemented five methods of anomaly detection: Average Deviation Anomaly, Jenks Natural Breaks, Period Margin Points Cumulative, Local Extremes Detection and Time Periods Deviations. The user can select different anomaly detection methods by clicking to respective buttons. Anomalies are displayed in the whole data or in different industry sectors only. The latter means, that anomaly detection method is using only anomalies in transactions among companies registered for the specific activity (building, IT, agriculture, ...).

There is an example of a printout of the highest deviations for companies with main activity selling of pharmaceutical products with Average Deviation anomaly detection method:
An example of a printout of deviations for companies with main activity selling of pharmaceutical products with Jenks Natural Breaks anomaly detection method:

```
Highest deviations:
3628668000 :: LL GROSIST družba za prodajo farmacevtskih, medicinskih in drugih proizvodov na debelo d.o.o. (3016.8681413611143)
5034442000 :: BAYER, farmacevtska družba d.o.o. (393.23988369773355)
1797727000 :: TIBORA INTERNATIONAL trgovina, storitve inizening d.o.o. (138.27243073127286)
5625789000 :: MARITIM Zastopanje, trgovina in svetovanje d.o.o. Ljubljana (129.22547935166398)
5410045000 :: FUTURA eksport-import Kanal d.o.o. (111.1752892397376)
2308361000 :: PROBO, trgovinska družba za promet z medicinski pripomočki, d.o.o. (103.32348268303463)
1662805000 :: VERMEX trgovina d.o.o. 96.62576773081999)
2247208000 :: ANIMUS medicinski pripomočki d.o.o. (62.608071148768104)
2336782000 :: IMPAKTA ORTOMED, družba za trženje kirurških medicinskih pripomočkov, d.o.o. (57.746914662661)
5303885000 :: PRIMSELL proizvodnja in trgovina d.o.o. (44.3124070527234)
```

An example of visualisation of anomalies in transactions to companies registered for waste management with Time Periods Deviations anomaly detection method:
An example of visualisation of anomalies in transactions to companies registered for waste management with Local Extremes Detection anomaly detection method:
An example of visualisation of anomalies in transactions to companies registered for waste management with Time Period Deviations anomaly detection method:

4 Anomaly detection interpretation

The purpose of anomaly detection is usually the identification of rare events or unexpected bursts in activity, which raise suspicions by differing significantly from the majority of the data. In the area of public spending, there is a high probability, that anomalous items will translate to some kind of problem such as structural defect, illicit management, abuse of functions, unfair competitiveness, and clientelism or some form of direct corruption.

For assessment of the efficiency of our anomaly detection methods, we would need the support of domain experts, however, we have already found some interesting patterns in public spending, which we present below.

The first example is the analysis of all Slovenian public spending data with Time Periods Deviations method, which has detected some interesting patterns in public spending changes.
The x-axes represent time. It starts in January in 2010, where one unit means one month. Y-axis represents a number of detected “cases” in this case, start/end of the transaction period.

The extremes clearly coincide with dates:
- orange lines: every January (and the beginning of the budget year),
- blue line: local elections,
- green line: parliamentary elections.

Next to that there are some other extremes visible:
- around the first blue line Slovenia was experiencing a political and economic crisis; that was the period when governments were rapidly changing,
- extremes around 2016, where Slovenia was experiencing a migrant crisis.

The second example is the analysis of all Slovenian public spending data with Local Extremes Detection method, which has also detected some interesting patterns in public spending changes.
The x-axes represent time. It starts in January in 2010, where one unit means one month. Y-axis represents a number of detected “cases” in this case, the number of anomalous transaction extremes.

There are three interesting observations:

- The graph has a global minimum around the summer of 2014, when Slovenia finally overcame the economic crisis. This can be explained as a consequence of government savings programmes.
- Extremes on the second graph roughly coincide to the first graph, which is expected as methods share some approaches.
- Specific extremes are associated to certain events: October 2010 (big floods in Slovenia in the previous month), November 2011 (national elections), October 2012 (big floods), November 2014 (local elections).

We have not (yet) tied external events to all identified extremes. However, we have noticed a large jump pattern, followed by a small jump.

5 Used data

Our application is currently using only Slovenian data for testing. We plan to do some tests with other partner’s data, but the final version will enable other partners to upload their data into our framework and our application will be able to do anomaly detection analysis on their data sets.

Currently we are using the following data:
Slovenian Business Register, including historical records

Slovenian Business Register is maintained by AJPES (“Agency of the Republic of Slovenia for Public Legal Records and Related Services.”). It contains all companies (public or private) in Slovenia alongside their owners and roles within companies.

Next to the current database of all companies in Slovenia, we have all historical entries (i.e., companies that have already been shut down), which help us track relations that existed in the past.

Description of the data is available on this URL: https://www.ajpes.si/Doc/AJPES/Za_razvijalce/Struktura_podatkov_PRS_042016.doc

Data structure is described in this document: https://www.ajpes.si/Doc/Registri/PRS/The_table_structure_of_the_Slovenian_Business_Register.doc

The data are distributed in MDB format (MS Access). The application for importing the data into PostgreSQL is available on Github: https://github.com/zejn/mdb2csv.

The database is available via Access to Public Information Act, which has been a very time-consuming procedure. Ajpes agency is known to be very unresponsive to access to public information requests, since they are also selling the data from Slovenian Business Register. They refused our request several times and after several complaints we finally managed to get the data.

Slovenian spending data from Erar.si

Erar database consists of all financial transactions between public entities and privately held companies (i.e. spending data). The data are publicly available on a monthly basis.

Slovenian spending data are available to download at the following URL: http://erar.si/cdn/podatki/


The database is available for download for free and without registration. Data are updated monthly and could be automatically gathered and imported.

For gathering the data we are using simple bash script:

```bash
for i in {2003..2017}; do wget http://erar.si/cdn/podatki/trans$i.csv.gz; done
for i in {2003..2017}; do gunzip trans$i.csv.gz; done
```
The data from the last year (i.e. 2018), are on Erar available on a monthly basis, so the example of gathering script is:

```bash
for i in {01..12}; do wget http://erar.si/cdn/podatki/trans2018$i.csv.gz; done
for i in {01..12}; do gunzip trans2018$i.csv.gz; done
```

The data are then imported into the PostgreSQL database. From there we import the data into our internal structure used for anomaly detection. The application code is available on Github:

https://github.com/TBFY/transactions-data-translator

**Standard Classification of Activities database**

Standard Classification of Activities database is the obligatory national standard used for defining the main activity and for classifying business entities and their units for the needs of official and other administrative data collections (registers, records, databases, etc.) and for the needs of national and international statistics and analyses. In line with Article 6 of the Decree on the 2008 Standard Classification of Activities, the Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia is authorised to explain the content of classification items. Classification of units of the Business Register of Slovenia by activity is the responsibility of the Agency of the Republic of Slovenia for Public Legal Records and Related Services (AJPES).

Standard Classification of Activities database is available from this URL:
https://www.stat.si/Klasje/Klasje/Tabela/5531

The database does not change, so there is no need for updating.

**Public procurement data from the Ministry of Public Administration**

The Ministry of Public Administration has provided us a complete database of public procurement for years 2015, 2016 and 2017. The database consists of publication of all public tenders (public procurements) and information about signed contracts and framework agreements.

The public procurement database description of fields is uploaded to the project's Sharepoint:
We have requested Public procurement data from the Ministry of Public Administration and received them very quickly. The Ministry of Public Administration will also develop the API to share the data in a much easier and quick way with the interested public.

Registry of budget users

Registry of budget users is available in Excel format from this URL: https://www.ujp.gov.si/dokumenti/dokument.asp?id=316

The database does change very rarely (when a new public entity is established or closed, so the data are manually updated and imported into the database.

Partner’s data

We have obtained access to OpenOpps spending data. In the following months, the data will be imported into our internal database and we will test our anomaly detection methods with this data.

6 Application code

The application code is published on our Github repository:
https://github.com/TBFY/web-application

The application itself is currently available on the following URL: http://tbfy.ijs.si/

7 Future work in the area of anomaly detection

Our future work will be oriented towards further development of visualisation and search among the data. In the final application we will also need to improve UX design.

We are also developing API, which will allow other partners to analyse their data with our application and to include generated visualisations into their summaries and infographics.

We are planning to add some additional specific analyses for public procurement data.

8 Clustering of documents across languages

For document similarity analysis we have developed two approaches. One is to compute similarity between two given documents and the other is development of search algorithm for multilingual documents. These approaches are not part of the web framework yet, however, similarity computation service API is already available and running, a description of which is provided in Deliverable 5.3: Procurement APIs and Platform Release v2.
Similarity between documents

Since input is text documents in different languages, we must compute the similarity with removed effect of the language. There are several methods to compute similarity from multilingual documents: statistical cross-lingual computation, semantic cross-lingual computation and similarity computation through machine translation. We have implemented all three methods in our document similarity computation service in D3.1.

Our approach is to use (1) Wikipedia concepts (for input document we obtain a set of Wikipedia concepts relevant to that document and these concepts are mapped into English-language equivalents using the Wikipedia’s cross-language links; finally we compute various measures of similarity between the resulting sets of annotations for each input document; (2) CCA projections (documents in different languages are represented by vectors in different high-dimensional spaces and cannot be compared directly; with CCA (canonical correlation analysis) we compute projections from these spaces into a new, shared, language-independent space) and (3) translations (we use machine-translation service to translate both input documents into English).

This technique is useful for comparing two documents but turned out not to be very effective when we want to find all similar documents if number of documents is quite large.

The search algorithm for multilingual documents

Most textual search engines are based on patterns. They identify the keywords in the query that will be used to filter and sort the results by relevance. This prevents texts written in languages other than the query itself from being retrieved without prior translation. To solve this problem, recent algorithms define a single representational space shared by all languages where the searches are carried out. These approaches, however, are not suitable for working with large collections of documents as they do not use reduced representational spaces.

This approach addresses the problem of large-scale multilingual searches by proposing an algorithm based on hierarchical annotations from probabilistic topic models aligned between multiple languages. Documents, regardless of their language, are then described by hash expressions that allow to retrieve similar documents and to perform thematic searches without the need for any translation. The hashing algorithm used for large-scale document search considers relative hierarchical thresholds for each relevance level. The topic distributions are then described by points in a single dimension where topics closely packed together are grouped in the feature space. This approach does not require a fixed number of groups. It only requires a maximum distance (eps) to consider two points close and grouped, that can be estimated from the own distribution of topics (e.g., variance). More details about the algorithm are described in the paper “Efficient Exploration of Scientific Articles using Topic-based Hashing Algorithms,” which is currently under review in the Semantic Web Journal¹.

¹ http://www.semantic-web-journal.net/content/efficient-exploration-scientific-articles-using-topic-based-hashing-algorithms
http://www.semantic-web-journal.net/content/efficient-exploration-scientific-articles-using-topic-based-hashing-algorithms

The multilingual capability of the algorithm is obtained by aligning probabilistic topic models created from multi-lingual documents annotated with shared labels. This results in a single representational space shared by all languages where documents are described by hash expressions of hierarchical topics.

Taking into account these annotations, searches can be done from a given document or even from free text, in any language. Extensive evaluations carried out with the parallel corpus JRC-Acquis\(^2\) and the multilingual thesaurus Eurovoc\(^3\) validate the proposed algorithm, offering very promising results with precision values close to 0.9.

For now, the multilingual capability of the algorithm could be described as an evolution of the previous algorithm using aligned probabilistic topic models from multi-lingual documents annotated with shared labels. This results in a single representational space shared by all languages where documents are described by hash expressions of hierarchical topics.


\(^3\) https://publications.europa.eu/en/web/eu-vocabularies/th-dataset/-/resource/dataset/eurovoc